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From Cato in the 2nd c. BC to Palladius in late antiquity, the Roman
agronomists assumed that olive oil and wine were a major part of pro-
duction at a villa, and a central concern of its owner. These writers de-
vote considerable attention to the growing, harvesting, and processing
of olives and grapes, and to the correct storage of their products. Cato,
Varro, Columella and Palladius give us details of wine and oil processing,
including the labour and equipment required (Cato De Agric. 10-19;
Varro Rerum Rustic. 1. 18), preparations for the harvest (Columella De
Re Rustica 12.18), and the layout of the wine-treading and vinification
areas (Palladius Opus Agric. 1.18).

The archaeological investigation of Roman villas in the western
Mediterranean, particularly with the greater focus on productive areas

* School of Historical and Philosophical Studies, University of Melbourne, Australia, tlewit@ unimelb.
edu.au.

Tamara Lewit*

“terris, vineis, olivetis...”: 
wine and oil production after the villas

research

The production of wine and oil during post-villa occupation at a site deserves special at-
tention as an indicator of continued exploitation of land, even if within a changed economic
framework; continuity of diet and technical traditions; and a stable resident population.
Scales of production can also give insights into secular and ecclesiastical demand for
these products. This paper examines three case studies in Spain, France, and Italy.
Keywords: land use, wine production, wine presses, ecclesiastical estates, abandoned
villas, late antiquity

La produzione di vino e olio nel periodo successivo a quello delle ville merita attenzione spe-
ciale, in quanto indicatore di: un continuativo sfruttamento della terra anche se in un mu-
tato contesto economico, continuità di dieta e tradizioni tecniche e infine una popolazione
residente stabile. La scala di produzione può inoltre offrire idee riguardo la domanda se-
colare e ecclesiastica di questi prodotti. Questo articolo esamina tre casi studio, in Spa-
gna, Francia e Italia. 
Parole chiave: uso del suolo, produzione vinaria, presse da vino, proprietà ecclesiastiche,
ville abbandonate, tardo antico



over the last three decades, has confirmed that oil and wine production
were indeed an important component of the production carried out on
virtually every villa estate. In favourable regions, many appear to have en-
gaged in specialised market production of either wine or oil during the
high imperial period. A typical example is that of the villa of Roquemau-
re-La Ramière (Gard), in Gallia Narbonensis: a modest farm developed
into a villa with buildings grouped around a courtyard in the 1st century
AD, seemingly specialising in wine production. Viticulture continued until
the late 3rd century AD1. The two cellae vinariae, with around 70-80 vini-
fication dolia (vessels used for both secondary fermentation and storage
of wine) had a total capacity of approximately 100,000 l per annum. This
suggests that the extent of its vineyards would have been around 25 ha,
similar to the 100 iugera used as an example by Cato (De Agr. 11; Brun
2005, pp. 32, 62-64). Archaeologists have rightly paid great attention
to these activities at 1st to 3rd century AD villas, and the layout of vine-
yards and work rooms, technology of oil milling and oil and wine-pressing,
systems of storage and the place of oil and wine within the villa economy
have all received investigation2.

In contrast, less attention has been paid to wine and oil production in
the West in late antiquity3, particularly at villa sites which were no longer
serving as elite residences. Studies of sites across various regions indi-
cate that during the 6th and 7th centuries AD there may have been an
increase in cultivation of rye, oats, hemp and chestnut, and perhaps a
tendency to reduce extensive grain production and increase mixed animal
husbandry of pigs, sheep, and goats. The impact of changing economic
circumstances following the end of the Roman Empire is clear, although
it is possible that at least some of these changes were related to climate
change4.

However, olives and grapes were still cultivated5, and the extent to
which this was continued at the former villa sites, where production had
previously centred, deserves greater consideration. Oil and wine produc-
tion remained an integral element of farming up to the 6th century and

Tamara Lewit

1 POMARèDES, PETITOT 1996. The villa was ruined and its stones reused by the end of the 4th century;
a pottery, a forge, and burials date to the 5th century.
2 Individual site publications too numerous to list; syntheses for the western Mediterranean are pro-
vided in, for example, AMOURETTI, BRUN 1993; BOISSINOT 2001; BRUN 2004; BRUN 2005; PEñA CER-
VANTES 2010, 2012; VAN LIMBERGEN 2011; MARzANO 2013a and 2013b; CARRATO 2017. 
3 Notable exceptions include ROSSITER 2007; PEñA CERVANTES 2005, 2009; VIzCAíNO SáNCHEz 2009.
4 See, for example: COMET 2004; MCCORMICK et al. 2012; SALVADORI 2013; PEñA-CHOCARRO, PéREz

JORDà 2017; SQUATRITI 2018; CHAVARRíA et al. 2019; BROGIOLO, CHAVARRíA 2020, pp. 55-58; CARNEI-
RO in this volume. Important differences in climate patterns between different Mediterranean regions
are explored by LABUHN et al. 2019.
5 E.g. VOLPE, TURCHIANO 2013; ROTTOLI 2014; BOSI et al. 2019; PEñA-CHOCARRO et al. 2019.
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presumably beyond, since wine was certainly significant within the early
medieval diet and oil was essential for lighting. In addition, both of these
products had a central place in the celebration of church ritual, particu-
larly the eucharist and baptism (see e.g. Vizcaíno Sánchez 2009), and
also in the “revolution” of ecclesiastical lighting, which became an impor-
tant symbolic and liturgical feature of churches (Dendy 1959; Parani
2019). Since the Church itself acquired a significant proportion of land
from the 6th to 8th centuries, it is likely that they formed an important
part of production on ecclesiastical estates, whether for local use, litur-
gical purposes, charitable distribution, or trade. It is therefore important
to develop our understanding of the cultivation and processing of these
crops at post-villa sites. 

Wine production requires year-round farming and care for vines, in-
cluding trenching, pruning, protection from frost, shaping, digging, clear-
ing, and maintenance of support structures6. Harvesting must be care-
fully timed and rapid, drawing on a much-increased labour force: Cato
(De Agr. 11) recommends 40 grape-harvesting knives for a vineyard nor-
mally farmed by 10 men; while Columella (De Re Rustica 1.17.1-4) spec-
ifies that additional hired men (mercenariis) are needed for the wine har-
vest. The presence of wine-making equipment therefore suggests the ex-
istence of a reliable, stable and resident population in a particular locali-
ty, as well as access to sufficient labour at harvest time. While olive cul-
tivation is less labour-intensive, olives must be processed rapidly as they
ripen and both Columella (De Re Rustica 12.52.3) and Palladius (Opus
Agric. 12.17) recommend that they be milled the same day they are
picked. Further, the setting up of new presses for either oil or wine or
investment in substantial changes to old ones is a strong indication of
surplus production, since both products can be made without recourse
to these sometimes expensive and elaborate machines. In the case of
wine, the majority of the juice is obtained simply by treading, without the
further process of pressing. It is also possible for small quantities of oil
to be produced from crushed olives by decantation or by simpler mecha-
nisms, without using a press7. The setting up of new oil and especially of
wine pressing equipment within a former villa should therefore be seen

“terris, vineis, olivetis...”: wine and oil production after the villas

6 Columella devotes half of book 3 (3.11-21) and the whole of book 4 to these processes, commenting
(4.4.1) “Let us plant our vineyards with great resolve and tend them with greater zeal” (magno animo
vincas ponamus ac maiore studio colamus) (translation by Boyd Ash). Work on vines appears in every
month of Palladius’ farm calendar, with the sole exception of June (2.1, 10-13, 3. 9-16, 29-30, 4.1,
7, 5.2, 6.2, 4, 8.1, 9.1-3, 10.1, 11, 17-18, 11.4-7, 9, 12.2-4, 9-10, 13.2). See also WHITE 1970,
pp. 231-266.
7 For summaries of wine and oil making processes, see FRANKEL 1999, pp. 41-48; BRUN 2003, pp.
53-63, 146-158; PEñA CERVANTES 2010, pp. 29-34; WALISzEWSKI 2014; THURMOND 2017, pp. 50-
202.
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as a significant indicator of continued surplus production after the disuse
of the villa residence. The technologies used in oil and wine presses are
also an indication of links to a specific local or broader technical tradition
and of the continued maintenance and communication of technical exper-
tise, since press parts require repairs and renewal and must be created
and assembled with sufficient accuracy to be functional, especially in the
case of screw presses8. 

Therefore, continued production of wine and oil, and particularly the
setting up or renovation of presses, during post-villa occupation can be
interpreted as an indicator of:

1. the continued agricultural exploitation of land for the same pur-
pose, at least in part, even if within a changed economic frame-
work or on a reduced scale 

2. cultural continuity, such as the inclusion of oil and wine within the
diet and technical expertise for the construction and repair of ma-
chinery for their production

3. a stable resident population, and access to sufficient supplemen-
tary labour for harvests, particularly for grapes

4. a degree of reliable demand for these products, whether local or
distant, for both secular and new ritual and ecclesiastical purposes. 

While for many other agricultural products we are dependent on
ephemeral botanical remains, the processing of both wine and oil can
leave more durable traces. These may include stone oil mills, large
weight-stones from presses, opus signinum and opus spicatum floors
sturdily built to withstand pressures and remain waterproof, stone-built
vats, or distinctive dual-level rooms. It is sometimes difficult to distin-
guish wine from oil installations, since many of their features (such as
the presses) are identical. However, wine processing can be identified by
a treading floor and/or by a cella vinaria, with distinctive and substantial
depressions dug for the vinification jars (dolia defossa). These jars, which
measured around 2 m in height and are sometimes found still in situ,
were used for the secondary fermentation of wine as well as its storage,
and so required careful temperature regulation which was achieved by a
specially constructed space in which the many regularly-placed vessels
were half-buried in the ground9. Oil production can be distinguished by
the presence of a crushing mill and/or decantation vats, where these el-
ements are discovered. The particular press technology used in produc-
tion can be discerned from the characteristics of the weight-stones
which were used, if these are still in place, as well as from the size and

Tamara Lewit

8 BRUN 2005, pp. 160-164; PEñA CERVANTES 2010, p. 213; PEñA CERVANTES 2012; LEWIT 2020.
9 CARRATO 2017, who also explores the associated structural challenges.
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layout of the space, or other surviving stone parts such as the base
blocks of wooden supporting posts. However, it is often extremely diffi-
cult to date precisely these stone elements or alterations to them, par-
ticularly since they were often used for very long periods of time, and
reused or moved in later periods10.

This paper examines production of wine and oil during post-villa occu-
pation from the 4th to 7th centuries AD through three case studies of
villa sites from north-eastern Spain (Vilauba), southern France (Saint
Martin de Taradeau), and southern Italy (San Giusto). Oil and wine pro-
duction were established as significant elements of farming in each of
these regions during the Roman period, and were consistently carried
out within the villa-based economic system of the high empire. Each of
these sites has been the subject of intensive and well-published investi-
gation; each was the site of a classical Roman style villa which was built
in the 1st century AD but which was no longer used as an elite residence
in late antiquity; each was occupied and used for farming from before the
building of the Roman style villa up to the 7th century at least; and each
produced wine and/or olive oil over a long period. 

1. Vilauba

Investigations at the site of Vilauba (Hispania Tarraconensis), situated
near modern Girona in a valley extending from Banyoles Lake, have traced
its evolution from the 2nd c BC to 7th century AD (Castanyer Masoliver,
Tremoleda Trilla 1999). Both archaeozoological evidence and archaeob-
otanical evidence attest that the modest residential villa, built in the 1st

century AD, produced the typical Roman mix of free-threshing wheat and
grapes, as well as walnuts, and some olives, although the remains of the
latter are poorly preserved. Domestic animal species included a high per-
centage of cattle – used for traction in agriculture, rather than meat,
since they were mostly killed between the 5th and 8th year – and approx-
imately equal percentages of pig and ovicaprids (Colominas et al. 2019). 

After the villa was partially destroyed by fire late in the 3rd century
AD, the site underwent a series of reforms and rebuilding over two cen-
turies. More extensive functional buildings, arranged around a large cen-
tral space, replaced the former residential villa11. It has been proposed
that the site became an agricultural complex which was now part of a

“terris, vineis, olivetis...”: wine and oil production after the villas

10 In-depth discussions of all these issues can be found in BRUN 1986; BRUN 1993; FRANKEL 1999;
PEñA CERVANTES 2010.
11 The changed use of villas in the western Mediterranean has been the topic of a long historiography.
See, for example, BROGIOLO 1996; BROGIOLO, CHAVARRíA, VALENTI 2005; BALDINI, SFAMENI 2018.
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larger estate (Castanyer Masoliver, Tremoleda Trilla 1999, pp. 120-
124), particularly as other villas in the region, such as Centcelles, expe-
rienced a contemporaneous flowering and enrichment (Chavarría 2004,
p. 85). Chavarría (2004) has outlined such a phase in a number of His-
panic villas in the 3rd-4th centuries AD, which in some cases may have
been a consequence of a concentration of ownership in the hands of
large landowners who used the former residences of smaller owners as
productive centres of estates they had acquired, in a pattern described
by Hyginus Gromaticus: 

“… the owners of several contiguous estates usually throw
together two or three fields into one villa estate and aban-
don the boundary markers that established the boundaries
for the single fields, and … the other farms are uninhabited
except the one to which the fields have been assigned ...”12.

At Vilauba, the rebuilt structure of the 4th century included two oil
and wine processing areas: in Room 11, twin decantation vats have been
identified, indicating that this room was for oil production. In another se-
ries of rooms in the northern part of the site, a stone press bed with
channels for liquid, in room 31, is built at a higher level than the adjoining
room 24, where the weight-stone would have been housed. This arrange-
ment is characteristic of large lever presses but, since the weight-stone
has not been found, there is no clear evidence to show exactly what type
of lever press was used. An elongated floor space adjoining the press,
thickly paved with opus signinum resting on a bed of stone and with a
gutter for the flow of liquid, has been convincingly interpreted as a
treading floor (calcatorium), indicating that this area was for the
production of wine. This production zone was used until the end of the
5th century or early 6th century (Castanyer Masoliver, Tremoleda Trilla
1999, pp. 127, 135-143). There was little change to other cultivated
crops in this period or to the proportion of domestic mammals (Colomi-
nas et al. 2019, pp. 72-73). 

Following a gradual and partial abandonment during the 5th century
and the use of some rooms for burial (Castanyer Masoliver, Tremoleda
Trilla 1999, pp. 132-133), the site of Vilauba was again reoccupied on
a different basis at some time between the late 5th century or early 6th

Tamara Lewit

12 Praeterea solent quidam complurium fundorum continuorum domini, ut fere fit, duos aut tres agros
uni uillae contribuere et terminos qui finiebant singulos agros relinquere: desertisque uillis ceteris
praeter ea<m>, cui contributi sunt, uicini non contenti suis finibus tollunt terminos, quibus possessio
ipsorum finitur, et eos, quibus inter fundos unius domini fines obserua<n>tur, sibi defendunt. (On
Types of Quarrels 93-94, translation by author). 
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Fig. 1. Reconstruction of the 6th-7th century hamlet at Vilauba (image courtesy of P. Cas-
tanyer Masoliver).
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200

century. A much smaller area was used for mixed habitational and pro-
ductive functions, probably a hamlet with animal pens (fig. 1). Farming at
the site seems to have focussed more on meat production, with in-
creased predominance of sheep and decreased cattle numbers, and both
species slaughtered at a young age, and a greater diversity of cereals
were grown (Colominas et al. 2019, pp. 73-74). However, during this
period a new multi-room sector containing a lever press was set up, and
used until the 7th century, perhaps as a shared facility within the hamlet
(fig. 2). The overall size of this installation (15 x 6.5 m) corresponds well
with the recommendation of Vitruvius, many centuries earlier, that a
pressing room should “occupy no less than 40 feet” (De Arch. 6.6.3)13,
and its walls were powerfully built of mortared stone (Castanyer Maso-
liver, Tremoleda Trilla 1999, p. 152) Since no weight-stones were found,
it is again not possible to identify the precise pressing technology used,
although the size and existence of different floor levels imply the pres-
ence of a large lever press with a counterweight. Based on parallels at
4th-5th century sites in the region14, a lever-and-screw press is likely to
have been used, a hypothesis reflected in the excavators’ reconstruction
(fig. 3; Peña Cervantes 2010, pp. 546-548 & 2005, p. 108; Castanyer
Masoliver, Tremoleda Trilla 1999, pp. 157-159). Recent excavations
have brought to light 16 pits for dolia defossa, demonstrating that the
product was wine (since such buried dolia were not used for oil: Peña
Cervantes 2010, pp. 85-89). While it is difficult to calculate the volume
of wine produced, since the actual dolia have not been found in situ, their
number indicates a capacity of at least 10,000-20,000 l per annum15.
This number and the scale of the pressing area suggest a volume of pro-
duction well above the internal needs of this small hamlet, since average
wine consumption per person has been estimated at 140-180 l per
annum for males and perhaps half of that quantity for females16. The
quality and organisation of construction lead the excavators to hypothe-
sise a communal effort (Castanyer et al. 2018, pp. 266-267)17. It has

13 ne minus longum pedes XL constituatur.
14 E.g. Can Sans (4th c.) and Can Ferrerons (5th c.): PEñA CERVANTES 2010, p. 103.
15 C.f. estimations of production of 18,000-27,000 l. p.a. for sites in southern Gaul with similar
numbers of dolia: BRUN 2005, p. 25; and of 9,000-20,000 l. p.a. for sites in Italy with similar num-
bers of dolia: VAN LIMBERGEN 2011, p. 80. 
16 The high figure of 10 quadrantals (250 l.) given by Cato (De Agric. 57) may be an allowance per
family, calculated per male head as has been suggested for all his calculations of food rations: ROTH

2007, pp. 39-42. The lower per person figures, first calculated by TCHERNIA 1986, p. 26 are generally
preferred.
17 Ethnographic evidence for clan or community sharing of presses in villages exists for a number of
regions in the 19th-20th centuries: see GULICK 1955, pp. 72-73; AVITSUR 1994, p. 102; WALISzEWSKI

2014, pp. 241-242, 250-251, 272.
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Fig. 2 (above). Plan of the 6th-
7th century wine installation at
Vilauba (image courtesy of P.
Castanyer Masoliver).

Fig. 3 (right). Hypothetical re-
construction of the 6th-7th cen-
tury wine press at Vilauba
(image courtesy of P. Cas-
tanyer Masoliver).
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been observed that wine and oil production structures have been found
at other small hamlet-style settlements dated to this period in north-
eastern Spain18. 

The continued production of wine at this level in the 6th and 7th cen-
turies AD attests the existence of a permanent population, exploiting the
land not only for pastoral activities, but also cultivating and harvesting
grapes and continuing to invest labour and resources in long-term wine
production at the site. The setting up of a new press, including the com-
plex of rooms, vat and storage area, would have represented a substan-
tial investment, requiring supplies of good quality wood and stone build-
ing, the continuation of Roman technical traditions and access to exper-
tise for the construction and maintenance of machines, as well as the
expectation that an on-going and reliable regional market existed for the
surplus production of wine. 

2. Saint Martin de Taradeau

The site of Saint Martin de Taradeau (Gallia Narbonensis), situated in
the Var region near the confluence of the Florièye and Argens rivers a
few km from the Via Aurelia, was continuously occupied from the 1st cen-
tury BC to the 7th century AD. A medium-sized villa habitation in classi-
cal Roman style was built on the site in the 1st century AD. The pars ur-
bana was constructed around a peristyle courtyard with a rectangular
pool, an aqueduct bringing water from the nearby hills (Bérato 2004).
The early pars rustica has not been the subject of excavation, but the
region of Gallia Narbonensis saw a blossoming of viticultural installations
in the 1st and 2nd century AD (Brun 2005, p. 25), when Gallic wine am-
phorae finds peak in Rome19. 

This villa was disused as a residence in the second half of the 2nd cen-
tury AD, and transformed into a wine and oil production facility, presum-
ably by an absentee owner. Three wine-production areas with multiple
wine vats and treading floors (including a very large 45.2 m2 example in
the south-eastern zone), a defrutarium for the production of boiled
spiced wine, and a cella vinaria for secondary fermentation and storage
(located in the East wing of the former residence) were constructed
(Bérato 2004, pp. 71-78). Based on the size and number of vats, the

Tamara Lewit

18 PEñA CERVANTES 2005, p. 108, citing the examples of Vilaclara (Castellfollit del Boix, Barcelona),
El Bovalar (Selos, Lérida), La Solana (El Garraf, Tarragona), Puig de les Muralles (Roses, Gerona)
and Sanitja (Menorca), with references.
19 Via Sacra, Rome 23.5% of total amphora finds; Terme del Nuotatore, Ostia 25.5%: REYNOLDS

2010, p. 49, tables 1b and 2a.
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production capacity is estimated to have been at least 100,000 l per
annum, and the size of the vineyard around 20-40 ha (Bérato 2004, pp.
83, 101), perhaps even larger than the 100 iugera vineyard used as an
exemplar by Cato (Cato De Agr. 11). Since the excavated cella vinaria
contained only 29 dolia, too few for this scale of production, further stor-
age must have existed within unexcavated spaces (Bérato 2004, p. 75).
An oil production area, with a press, and a vat with a capacity of at least
980 l, has also been identified. The former decorative pool of the peri-
style was converted to accommodate a watermill, probably used for
grain processing (Bérato 2004, pp. 76-78). These transformations
seem to parallel the changes in villa use observed at Vilauba and else-
where in Hispania Tarraconensis, discussed above, as well as other at
other western Mediterranean villa sites20.

A number of villa sites near Taradeau, occupied until the 5th or 6th cen-
turies AD, have been proposed as the possible estate centre to which
this production facility was attached. Within a few kilometres, for exam-
ple, the pars rustica of the unexcavated villa of Laurons was used as a
rubbish dump for an apparently very rich estate. The zooarchaeological
finds indicate an exceptionally high consumption of beef from young cattle
and game meat, including high levels of deer (Bérato et al. 1990), proba-
bly reflecting the practice of hunting which was a symbol of status among
the late Roman elite and a frequent image in late villa mosaics such as
that at Centcelles (Balmelle 2001, p. 300; Chavarría 2006, p. 82). 

The north-western wine production zone at Taradeau consisted of
four treading floors connected directly to four vats, situated a few steps
down at a lower floor level (fig. 4). This arrangement, as the excavator
notes, is very similar to that described by Palladius, who recommends a
raised wine-treading floor with the liquid channelled by means of gravity
directly into vinification vessels on a lower level, terming this arrange-
ment “basilica-like” (Opus Agric. 1.18)21. No press remains were found
in this area, and it would be impossible to fit a lever press into the nar-
row spaces (each 1 x 2.6 m) demarcated by small dividing walls behind
the treading floors. As the excavator notes, these spaces could have ac-
commodated direct-screw presses constructed entirely of wood, which
would have left no archaeological trace (see fig. 5 and discussion below).
However, the spaces seem too narrow and confined to allow work at the
presses – including turning the handles to work the screw (cf. fig. 6).
Bérato’s alternative suggestion (2004, p. 76) that these were spaces

“terris, vineis, olivetis...”: wine and oil production after the villas

20 The site of Monte do Meio in Lusitania is one example where decorative elements were converted
for similar use: a press was built over a late 4th century mosaic and a marble sculptural piece was
reused for a weight-stone (PEñA CERVANTES 2005, p.106).
21 basilicae ipsius forma calcatorium loco habeat altiore constructum.
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to place loads of grapes in their baskets before treading is therefore to
be preferred. The water-proof surface with which they are constructed
would ensure that any of the highly-valued liquid which flows before
treading could run naturally over the treading floor and then down into
the vats. It should be noted that Palladius’ “basilica-like” arrangement
also has no press: he describes a treading floor (calcatorium) from which
the grape must (juice) is channelled directly into vats at a lower level and
then into fermenting jars, again placed at a lower level. Treading is capa-
ble of extracting most of the must from grapes. Columella describes “lix-
ivum” must from grapes which had been “not too much trodden”, taken
from the vat “before being pressed by the beam”, which could be used to
make “the best mulsum wine” (De Re Rustica 12.41, 12.27)22. We

Tamara Lewit

22 Mulsum optimum sic facies. Mustum lixivum de lacu statim tollito; hoc autem erit, quod destillaverit
antequam numium calcetur uva: “You will make the best mulsum in this way. Take the lixivum must im-
mediately from the vat and this will be what will have dripped down before the grape is too much trod-
den” (12.41); … calidas uvas proculcato, mustum lixivum hoc est antequam prelo pressum sit quod
in lacum musti fluxerit tollito: “Trample the warm grapes, take the lixivum must - this is what will have
flowed into the must vat before it has been pressed by the beam” (12.27). Translations by author,
with thanks to L. Lewit-Mendes and P. Burton for their helpful advice. Must called “protropum” could
also be produced simply by the weight of the grapes piled on the treading floor (Pliny Nat. Hist.
14.11.85; DODD 2020), but Columella clearly describes trodden grapes.
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Fig. 4. North-western wine production
area, Taradeau (photo courtesy of J.
Bérato).

Fig. 5. Traditional direct-screw olive oil press
(Grimaldi Castle Museum Haut-de-Cagnes)
(photo courtesy of M. Hoffman).



Fig. 6. Four men working
a direct-screw oil press
in 19th century Provence,
illustration from L. Figu-
ier, Les merveilles de l’in-
dustrie ou, Description
des principales industries
modernes (Paris: Furne,
Jouvet, et Cie, 1873) (di-
gital image El Bibliomata
https:// commons. wiki me
dia.org/wiki/File:01_Pres
se_%C3%A0_huile_Pro-
vence.jpg).

therefore conclude that this area was dedicated to the production of un-
pressed must. This would explain its storage in a separate area (as yet
unidentified) from the cella vinaria in the East wing, which sits between
the south-eastern and north-eastern press rooms, both of which were
designed for the use of large lever presses. 

In the north-eastern production zone, processing was first carried
out using the traditional method of southern Gaul, in which a large lever
press was weighted with a heavy parallelepipedic weight-stone, raised
by a winch mechanism, a form of press depicted in the Autumn scene
of the calendar mosaic of St-Romain-en-Gal23. One parallelepipedic
weight-stone (Brun Type 14) has been found, while the fragment of an-
other was reused in a 6th century wall (Bérato 2004, pp. 84, 90). No
weight-stone has been found associated with the south-eastern wine
production zone, but the arrangement of work-spaces and the elevated
floor of room 35, where the pressing zone was located, as well as its
size and proportions24, suggest that wine in this zone was also pro-
cessed using a lever press with a weight-stone of a type which cannot
be determined. 

“terris, vineis, olivetis...”: wine and oil production after the villas

23 Images accessible online at https://musee-archeologie nationale.fr/objet/pavement-de-mosaique.
The calendar, dating to the 3rd century AD, may have continued artistic traditions in representing a
technology no longer in wide use: BRUN 2003, p. 210. Until their abandonment at the end of the 2nd

century AD, production of oil at the nearby sites of Farm A and Farm B at l’Ormeau – which may
have been dependencies of the earlier villa – was also carried out using winch mechanisms, although
possibly with fixed wooden drums rather than weight-stones, as described by Cato centuries earlier
(Cato De Agric. 18-19; BRUN 1986, pp. 204-215).
24 The raised press area is 4.4 x 5.2 m, a size which would accommodate a lever press. 
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However, production of wine and oil at Taradeau extended over a pe-
riod of several hundred years, and during this time the technology of
pressing changed. At a point in time before the disuse of the facility in
the first half of the 6th century, the parallelepipedic weight-stone used
for oil pressing was converted for use with a wooden screw instead of a
winch. As noted above, screw presses appear at many late antique villa
sites, especially from the 3rd century AD onwards25. The phenomenon of
conversion (at an undeterminable date) of a parallelepipedic weight-stone
from an earlier winch-operated arrangement to a weight-stone to be
used in a screw-operated press is paralleled elsewhere in the region, for
example at the villas of Les Eyssalettes (occupied to the 5th century AD
at least) and Rians-La Vicairie (finds of Dérivées-des-Sigillées Paléochré-
tiennes grise) (Brun 1986 pp. 184, 186). It is impossible to date pre-
cisely the conversion of a weight, unless it is clearly associated with a
stratigraphically dated phase. However, it may be assumed that these
weights would have been used for a reasonable length of time before
their alteration, since their construction involved an investment of re-
sources and they were extremely long-lasting. The converted weight-
stone at Taradeau, made of local sandstone, measures 149 x 60 x 57
cm and weighs approximately 1300 kg (Brun 1986, p. 216). Such ob-
jects were not easily constructed or worn out.

This technological change from winch to screw mechanisms reflects
the very slow diffusion of an invention of the 1st century BC, referred to
briefly by Vitruvius in the late 1st century BC, and recorded by Pliny as
nearly a century old, and used “in some [presses]” by the 1st century AD
(Nat. Hist. 18.74.317)26. Although various types of winch-operated
presses (without screws) continued to be used throughout the Roman
world, and indeed up to the 20th century in the Mediterranean27, Pliny
comments that a screw-operated press using a weight-stone in this new
way was “especially favoured”. Ethnographic accounts and the ancient
Alexandrian writer Hero indicate that such screw-presses were more re-

Tamara Lewit

25 For example, the late 3rd to 4th c. lever and screw presses at the villas of Torre Palma, Portugal
(PEñA CERVANTES 2010, pp. 214-215, 1000-1006, Table 8); Sillans-La-Cascade, Var (BRUN 1986, p.
203); and numerous sites in the Moselle (BRUN, GILLES 2001).
26 For discussion of Pliny’s text and its translation and significance, see BURTON, LEWIT 2019.
27 At, for example, the site of Lestagnac, Gers, occupied to the 6th century AD (BRUN 2005, pp.
116-117) and that of Valrose (Var), where the weight-stone was engraved with a cross (BRUN 1986,
175); sites in Istria and Dalmatia (MATIJAšIć 1993); and in Greece (FOXHALL 1997; DODD 2020, pp.
107-111). Winch-operated presses most notably continued to be exclusively used in the massive
Tripolitanian and Tunisian presses up to late antiquity (MATTINGLY, BRUCE HITCHNER 1993). A winch
press is depicted in the mosaic of the late 4th-century villa of Piazza Armerina in Sicily, as well as the
3rd century calendar mosaic of St-Romain-en-Gal noted above (BRUN 2003, pp. 213-215). Use of
winch presses up to the 20th century: CRESSWELL 1965; LAUVERGEON 2004, pp. 46-48.
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Fig. 7. Wine press dated 1711, with weight constructed of several slabs of stone in a
wooden frame. Possibly German origin, currently in Museum Kloster Sankt Georgen,
Stein am Rhein, Switzerland (photo Prisma by Dukas Presse agentur GmbH/ Alamy Stock
Photo).

liable and easier to use, although not more productive (Lewit 2020).
However, the construction of a large (3-4 m) wooden screw out of good
quality wood required financial investment. It also required access to the
skills needed to accurately carve a wooden screw, to adapt the massive
lever, and to construct the required new wooden and metal parts which
would attach it securely to the large, heavy weight-stone (c.f. fig. 7). Re-
pairs and replacement of parts would also be needed over time28. At the
site of Taradeau, it appears that the craftsmen involved in converting the
weight-stone made an error in the construction of the necessary points
of attachment, since among the 8 neatly aligned sockets is a 9th, out of
place and apparently without function – providing us with a rather
charming insight into the difficulties of technological transfer (Brun
1986, p. 216). 
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28 AMOURETTI et al. 1984, p. 401 record that the screw of a Portuguese press still used in the twen-
tieth century needed to be replaced every twenty years, when it had worn out. The new screw was
made by the press operator in the village, who had been taught the method by his father. Medieval
French records also record the need for constant repairs to screws by carpenters, due to breakages
and rotting: LAUVERGEON 2004, p. 10.
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A second weight-stone, found in the north-eastern wine production
zone, was constructed de novo as a screw weight, rather than convert-
ed from one used with a winch (fig. 8; Bérato 2004, pp. 72, 84). This
weight-stone is also parallelepipedic – an unusual phenomenon, as in the
western Mediterranean the majority of screw press weights construct-
ed de novo were roughly cylindrical in shape (Brun 1986, pp. 122-123;
see also Peña Cervantes 2010, p. 71). It has been pointed out that the
few parallelepipedic screw press weights which have been found seem to
have a very late chronology29. Examples include those at Le Grand Loou
II (Var), with finds of Dérivées-des-Sigillées Paléochrétiennes and ARS
D, possibly to be identified as the villa Filsicao mentioned in the 10th cen-
tury Cartulary of the Abbey of Saint Victor (Brun 1986 195-196); at
Can Sans (Barcelona), which dates to after the 4th century AD when the
baths were disused and converted to a press installation (Peña Cer-
vantes 2010, pp. 401-404); and that of the 7th century AD hamlet at
Bovalar30.

We may cautiously propose a series of phases of production of olive
oil and at least three types of wine – wine made without pressing, wine
made using lever presses, and defrutum – at this former villa between
the second half of the 2nd century AD and the early 6th century. At first
a winch mechanism was used, perhaps to produce oil (as at the nearby
sites of l’Ormeau until their abandonment in the late 2nd century31),

Tamara Lewit

29 PEñA CERVANTES 2010, p. 71. I am most grateful to Dr Peña Cervantes for her advice and helpful
discussion on this point (pers. comm. 25/02/2020).
30 PEñA CERVANTES 2010, pp. 620-622. The example at Six-Fours, Var cannot be assigned to any
particular phase of the occupation of this site between the 1st to 5th century (BRUN 1986, p. 216).
31 See note 23.
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Fig. 8. Weight-stone
(contrepoids 139) for a
screw press, found in
Room 51 of the north-
eastern wine pressing
zone at Taradeau
(photo courtesy of J.
Bérato).



while at least some wine was produced without pressing. At a later
stage, a different form of technology using a lever-and-screw mecha-
nism was employed for both oil and wine production. At some point be-
tween the 3rd and 5th centuries, an older weight-stone was converted
from a lever-and-winch to a lever-and-screw type for use in the oil
press. A new lever-and-screw weight-stone of a very late type (based
on parallels with other sites) was constructed for use in a wine press,
possibly in the 5th century. 

Although the aristocratic villa residence fell into disuse at the site of
Taradeau, the continued use of oil and wine pressing facilities up to the
6th century and the new investment in screw press technology – includ-
ing a new press stone – at a late stage suggest a vigorous level of pro-
duction in these traditional Roman products and the continuation of
Roman technical practices into the early years of the Middle Ages.

A second phase of transformation occurred at Taradeau at the start
of the 6th century, and continued occupation up to the second half of the
7th century is attested by the presence of ARS and local Dérivées-des-
Sigillées Paléochrétiennes. The entire site was reorganised, and occupa-
tion was spread over a larger area, although reusing many walls of the
former buildings. New buildings were characterised by walls of un-
mortared stones fixed with clay and earth floors. The oil and wine facili-
ties were demolished in the first half of the 6th century, as was the
aqueduct, which was robbed to provide materials for the foundations of
new buildings. Large buildings housed animals, and zooarchaeology indi-
cates the raising of bovines slaughtered for meat at a young age, and
the presence of equids reared at the site (Bérato 2004, pp. 86-96).
However, we should not conclude that the production of olive oil and
wine vanished from the region in this period. A number of 6th to 8th cen-
tury manuscripts record olive and wine production in the locality, al-
though not at this specific site. The cartulary of the church of Notre
Dame de Paris records that in AD 558 King Childebert donated a villa
in nearby Arcs-sur-Argens with an olive grove (along with another at
Brignoles) in order to supply oil for lighting the church in Paris. In the
early 6th century, King Theodoric also donated a villa with olive groves at
Flassans to the bishop of Auxerre; and the AD 739 will of Abbo, last Pa-
trician of Provence, donated his “lands, vineyards and olive groves” (ter-
ris, vineis, olivetis) in the territory of Toulon to the Abbey of Novalaise32.

“terris, vineis, olivetis...”: wine and oil production after the villas

32 Cartulary of the church of Notre Dame de Paris: ... cella, propter arbores oliviferas ad luminaria
facienda...; donation of villa Flassans by Theodoric: ... villam quoque Flaccianam, sitam in pago Foro-
juliensi, quam, ei domnus Teodoricus rex concessit, et suo precepto confirmavit, cum edificis, mancipi-
is, olivetis ...; Will of Abbo: Cronia, in pago tolonense,... terris, vineis, olivetis ... (all cited in BéRATO

2004, pp. 102-103; BRUN 2005, pp. 102-103).
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Thus oil and wine continued to be produced in this locality not only for
autoconsumption but also for surplus and for the performance of Chris-
tian liturgy, and it is perhaps significant that these documents all relate
the growing of grapes and olives to ecclesiastical ownership33. Archae-
ological evidence for surplus production of wine and oil on land owned by
the Church, whether for commercial or liturgical use, has been observed
at a number of sites in Hispania34: at the former villa of Torre de Palma,
where a Christian church was built in the late 4th century, the lever-and-
screw wine-press continued to be used until at least the 6th century and
the press stone was engraved with a cross. A very large (550m2) cellar
for fermentation (probably in barrels) indicates a high capacity of surplus
production (Peña Cervantes 2010, pp. 1000-1006). Large dolia defos-
sa with stamps reading “ECLESIESCEMARIE LACANTENSIAAGRIPI”,
probably referring to lands belonging to a church of St Mary located at
a place called Agrippi, have been found at both an urban location (per-
haps that of the church itself) in Vila Moura, and at the former villa site
of Monte da Salsa (Beja), possibly its rural estate (Peña Cervantes
2009, pp. 352-53). The example of San Giusto which follows provides a
further parallel.

3. San Giusto

Probably in the 1st century AD, a villa was built on the site of an ear-
lier farmhouse at San Giusto, Apulia, located in the fertile valley of the
River Celone close to the town of Luceria and port of Sipontum. The
area is believed to have been part of the saltus Carminianensis, an im-
perial property controlled by the sacrae largitiones (Volpe 2012, pp.
45-51). Surveys in this region of Apulia indicate an unusual 4th and par-
ticularly 5th century increase in the numbers of small farms and vici, re-
versing a decline in site numbers in the early and middle imperial peri-
ods, accompanied by an enlargement and increase in luxury at villa sites
(Volpe 2005, pp. 300-303). This increase in settlement was probably
related to the production of cereal crops to supply Rome and elsewhere
in Italy, particularly after the loss of territory in North Africa to the
Vandals (Volpe, Turchiano 2010, pp. 538-539). The enriched villa sites
in this region also specialised in other products: for example, a high level

Tamara Lewit

33 For a discussion of textual evidence for ecclesiastical farming of grapes and olives, see VIzCAíNO

SáNCHEz 2009, pp. 98, 100-102.
34 See exploration of this topic in PEñA CERVANTES 2009.
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Figs. 9-10. On the left, wine production area and remains of dolia defossa, San Giusto.
On the right, reconstruction of the two direct-screw wine presses at San Giusto (photo
and image courtesy of G. Volpe).

of oil production has been discerned at the partially investigated villa of
Agnuli, on the Adriatic coast, from the second half of the 3rd century
to the first half of the 6th (Volpe et al. 1998). 

The villa of San Giusto was expanded with rich residential features and
mosaics at the end of the 4th century. At the same time, productive ac-
tivity increased, with the construction of two wine presses, probably dur-
ing this period (Volpe 2002, p. 33). These presses present features of
particular interest, since the absence of weight-stones or a support sys-
tem for a lever and the shape and position of the round 1.3 diameter
press-bases strongly suggest that they were of a direct-screw type (figs.
9 and 10; Brun 2004, pp. 30-31). In such presses, the screw operated
directly on the fruit, without the use of a heavy, weighted lever. The pres-
sure was exerted by continual turning of the screw, rather than by weight
(fig. 6). This type of press is described by Pliny in the late 1st century AD
as having being invented “within the last 22 years”, and as “small presses
and in a smaller press building” (intra XXII hos annos inuentum paruis
prelis et minore torculario aedificio). They have been more frequently
found at smaller farms or in town contexts, where space was scarce,
whereas rich villas specialising in wine-making normally employed a larger
lever press which could process a bigger quantity of fruit (Brun 2005, p.
160; Peña Cervantes 2014, pp. 221-223; Burton, Lewit 2019, pp. 576-
578). The 26 excavated dolia at San Giusto would have contained approx-
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imately 26,000 l per annum, around one-quarter of the estimated produc-
tion at Taradeau during the same period. Large artisanal quarters attest
the large-scale washing and treatment of wool and sheepskin, related to
transhumant pastoralism, which played a prominent role in the late an-
tique economy of the region (fig. 11; Volpe 2001, p. 325). Thus, based
on the use of direct-screw presses, the number of dolia found, and the
prominence of other forms of production, we may infer that wine produc-
tion was not the primary economic focus of the site, unlike at Taradeau.

At the site of San Giusto, a richly-decorated church (Church A) was
built in the 5th century approximately 50 m to the north of the villa res-
idence, with a baptistery and a treasury containing 1043 3rd to 6th cen-
tury coins and two bronze weights decorated with crosses, glass lamps
and Greek letters indicating their weights. A number of privileged burials
were placed within this church during the 5th century, and several rooms
were added, including baths (Volpe 2002, p. 46). This complex has been
interpreted as the residence of the bishop of the diocese, who as well as
his pastoral role also appears to have played a fiscal and economic role
(Volpe 2002, pp. 28, 33-35; Volpe 2007, pp. 157-159). A further ex-
pansion of the Christian complex in the late 5th to mid-6th centuries saw
the addition of a twin church (Church B) with further (mostly male) buri-
als inside (Volpe 2002, pp. 45-47).

During the same 5th to mid-6th century phase, the production of wine
seems to have increased and the former villa residence was transformed

Tamara Lewit
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into a wine processing area to accommodate this expansion in production,
with two vats large enough to hold 7200 l (Volpe 2002, pp. 28-34). It
seems likely that the wine produced was for local consumption, serving the
dietary needs of the resident and visiting population at the bishop’s seat
and liturgical requirements of the churches (Volpe 2001, p. 329). A large
kiln was also built before the mid-5th century for the production of cooking
pottery. The location of this kiln less than 10 m from the 5th century
church suggests ecclesiastical ownership of this production, also (Volpe
2001, p. 325; Gliozzo et al. 2005; Volpe, Turchiano 2010, pp. 566-571). 

The former villa building was destroyed by fire in the mid-6th century,
and Church A was also destroyed and abandoned. This coincided with a
reduction in wine production and the disuse of the larger wine vat. How-
ever, the wine-press connected to the smaller vat continued to be used.
A small group of houses was built in the ruins in the 7th century (Volpe
2002, pp. 47-48). 

Thus, at the former villa of San Giusto the building of the presses,
probably in the late 4th century, indicates investment in grape cultivation
and wine production. This was on a smaller scale than production at the
sites of Taradeau and Vilauba, since wheat and textile production were
the main economic focus of the region, and perhaps for this reason dif-
ferent direct-screw press technology, suitable for a smaller scale of pro-
duction, was used. From the 5th to 6th centuries, after the abandonment
of the villa residence, the production of wine, using the same technology,
continued and increased under ecclesiastical ownership of the land – a
pattern paralleled in Hispania and southern Gaul, as discussed above.
Production continued on a smaller scale in the 7th century.

4. Conclusions

At these three sites, we see the production of wine and olive oil after
the end of the villas as residences. In each case, the former high imperial
elite residence was converted to productive functions. This is a phe-
nomenon which has been observed at a number of villas in the western
Mediterranean, and, it has been suggested, may have resulted from a
concentration of land-ownership, including the development of ecclesiasti-
cal estates. At all three sites, the conversion of the villa into a productive
centre seems to have ushered in a phase of increased production of wine. 

At all three sites, there was investment in new presses and/or
changed technology (employing a screw) in the 4th or 5th century. In the
case of Vilauba, this occurred again in the late 5th or early 6th century,
when another large new wine press was set up. At Taradeau, the con-
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version of the 2nd century presses to changed technologies probably also
occurred at a late phase, in at least one case possibly in the 5th century.
At San Giusto, the new investment in presses occurred in the 4th cen-
tury during the period of villa occupation, but production of wine in-
creased after the abandonment of the former villa residence in the 5th

to mid-6th century, when the site evolved into an ecclesiastical centre.
6th-8th century manuscripts also attest the importance to the Church
and liturgical practices of the continued farming of olives and grapes in
the region of Taradeau. 

The three sites exemplify the spectrum of technological methods used
to produce wine and oil in late antiquity: lever presses with a weight-stone
converted from use with a winch to use with a screw; lever presses with
a new style of weight-stone designed for use with a screw; direct-screw
presses, using a screw without a lever; and the production of wine with-
out the use of a press. All these technical traditions had already been es-
tablished by the 1st century AD, indicating considerable continuity of
technological practices from Roman times to the 7th century. 

The production of wine and oil deserves special attention within the
analysis of post-villa occupation, as it is an important indicator of the
continued exploitation of land for the same purpose, if not always on the
same scale. Such a persistence of long-standing land-use also indicates
cultural continuity, in the form of a continuing role within the early me-
dieval diet of oil and wine and the persistence of technical traditions from
the 1st through to the 7th centuries. The wine production at all three
sites discussed here provides evidence of a stable resident population,
access to sufficient supplementary labour for harvests, and continuing
reliable demand for these products, whether local or distant, above the
level which could be produced through treading without recourse to the
use of a press. Production was continued under ecclesiastical ownership
of land, and may in part have reflected the liturgical importance of oil and
wine as well as their everyday lay use. It is not yet possible to extrapo-
late from these examples or to judge how widespread such phenomena
might have been beyond these particular sites. It seems unlikely, howev-
er, that the three sites were entirely unparalleled. Indeed, the 6th to 8th

century textual evidence cited above for olive and wine growing strongly
implies that they were not. 
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